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 2020 – 54 Years and the Detachment 131 Spirit Lives On:1966 – 1971 
 

 
      Battle of Coral/Balmoral –  
          12th May- 6th June,      
                      1968. 
For 52 years, the memory remains -  

 
The Battle of Coral-Balmoral was a series of fierce attacks fought in Vietnam 52 years ago this 
May. As the sun set over South Vietnam, Australian soldiers settled into their hastily dug, muddy 
fighting positions, unaware that an overwhelming attack by North Vietnamese Army soldiers was 
imminent. 
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. The “Lost Locator Project”  
Ed – The Project continues on relentlessly so, we need to be vigilant and keep our minds active as 
who knows who, where and how we might stumble on, discover someone etc be it by accident but 
even more so by design. Paul 
                                   Get in touch via 131eyesandears@gmail.com 
 

 
 
. The “Detachment Album Project” – This project is 
sponsored by the 131 Locators Association and is in need of some 
photographic and by-line input from our members/Readers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
. Insights and Recollections… 
This topic/s have raised so much interest – we’re still in the middle of some really great discoveries with 
some remarkable memories being brought to life. 
The series will continue on the receipt of more Insights and Recollections, so if you would care to contribute, 
please send your Insights and Recollections –         
                             Paul Dickson at - 131eyesandears@gmail.com 
 
 
 

. An Oddity -  
I was actually fossicking around, in my archives, for something else and came across the following and couldn’t help 
myself, so I cut and pasted it from a larger edition of the Royal Australian Artillery’s Liaison Letter – this part 
commences on page 26… 
Royal Australian Artillery  
Liaison Letter Ed 2 -1988 
                                                                                -26- 
                                                                           131 DIV LOC BTY  
1. The Divisional Locating Battery is currently in the process of becoming an integrated ARA/ARES Unit, after the 
disbandment of 132 and 133 Batteries in late 1987. Reserve recruiting is proceeding well, with the total enlistment 
now approaching forty. The standard of recruit is also high, with two Reserve recruits being awarded Student of Merit 
on their respective courses. It is most pleasing to see the Reservists taking an active part in so many Exercises this 
year.  
2. Speaking of exercises, the Bty has again had a busy twelve months. There have been numerous Tp exercises and 
two major Bty exercises. The first of these was Exercise DIG-IN, at SWBTA. This exercise provided a rare opportunity 
to work alongside our trans-Tasman colleagues, when members of the RNZA Locating Troop were flown over to 
participate. As we have come to expect over the years, the Kiwis displayed a high degree of professionalism and 
competence. Many friendships were made and valuable contacts were established. We are looking forward to further 
involvement with these interesting and worthwhile exercises.  
3. The second Bty exercise, Exercise GUIDING LIGHT, incorporated the Divisional, Artillery Shoot on Exercise LONG 
GUNS as the final phase of the exercise. It was during this phase that the two Regimental Survey sections, and the 
Divisional Surveyors had a rare opportunity to work together in their doctrinal role. The experience gained was 
considered invaluable by all those who participated.  
4. The Tp exercises have seen close involvement, by all the Tps, with other units. These have included mortar 
platoons from both 6 RAR and 8/9 RAR, and all the Gun Regt.  
5. The continuing refinement of the drills and capabilities of the Weapon Locating Troops, this year, has exposed 
further the real vulnerability of the guns to modern locating. It is therefore worth re-iterating the deployment practices 
which will assist the guns in minimising their chances of detection:  
a. deploy between the enemy and a large feature, using the feature as a backdrop;  
b. shoot close to crests; 
c. shoot along valleys;  
d. select the highest charge possible, to reduce the maximum ordinates of the round; 
e. utilise the pistol gun as much as possible and failing all of the above;  
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f. don't shoot.  
6. The Bty took delivery of two new pieces of equipment this year: a new medium range electronic distance measuring 
equipment and the new AN/TNS-10 sound ranging set. These acquisitions, together with the weapon locating radar 
and the introduction next year of the new Marwin Portable Met System will even further enhance our ability to provide 
locating support to the Division.  
P8GJ02.LP  
27 – 
On the sports filed the Bty continued to be a dominant force. In conjunction with 1Fd Regt, the Enoggera Gunners 
made the semi-final in the Rugby; the grand final in Soccer; and are premiers in both Australian Rules and Hockey. 
The Bty Touch Football team are again premiers. 
New year the Div Loc Bty is looking forward to exercise KANGAROO 89. The opportunity to trial the now Navstar 
Global Positioning System is also eagerly anticipated.  
 

               Isn’t that interesting – I’m hoping we get some responses  
                         from blokes who were around with the Battery in 1988-89. 
 
Now it can be revealed Grahame Dignam has been doing some “fossicking” in archives and turned up 
this mystery item – 
 
 

Date 
started 

Date 
finished OP Name 

Grid or 
name Participants 

Det 131 
Involvement Action 

1966       

24-Jul 29-Jul Hobart 1 & 2 Long Tan 6 RAR 
Mortreps 
x2LPs CB fire 1 Fld Regt 

16/17 Aug  
Mortar attack 
Nui Dat Long Tan 

Details in 
comment 

Mortreps & 
FMB Details in comment 

     
F/U Crater 
analysis  

18-Aug  Op Smithfield Long Tan D coy 6 RAR  Search & Clear 

    1540hrs  
Patrol level contact - 11 
Pln 

    
Escalation -Battle 
of Long Tan 

assisted 1 Fld 
Regt 
ammunition 
resupply  

28-Oct  
Light Met 
training  

A Bty 2/35th US 
Arty training 2 surveyors 

6-Nov 12-Nov Op Hayman Long Son 5RAR/131   

16-Nov    

1Topo Survey/ 
Det 131/ 2/35th 
US ARTY 9 Surveyors 

Provide a common grid for 
Arty 

18-Nov  Op Ingham 
East Nui 
Dat 6RAR/ Det 131  Provide survey for 3 guns 

1967       

Early    Det131 survey 
A Bty 1/83rd 
Bn US ARTY Provide control points 

    Det131 survey 
Horsehoe 
feature Provide control points 

    
1 Topo Survey / 
Det 131 survey 

Guns Radar 
Mortars Establish Theatre Grid 

    
Det 131 Survey 
section 

develope long 
distance 
survey Refined at School of Arty 

    
Forward party 
arrives   

4-May    
Personnel 
exchange   

Jun-67 Jul-67 Op Paddington  Det 131 survey 
FSB -Tom, John ,Bill , 
Mike 

13-Jul   FSB MIke 
Poustie WIA 
schrapnel 

RTA 14/8 via 
Blackhorse  Mortar attack 

  Op Ainslie     
  Op Kenmore     
  OpSanta Fe     

3-Nov   FSB Lion B Radar/ LP31D 

AN/KPQ -1 
Airlift via 
Ch47   

5-Nov   FSB Lion LP31G  Composite LP 
2 x Arty TAC & 3 
Surveyors 
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6-Nov   FSB Lion   
Mortar (12 X 82 mm) & 
Ground Force attack 

  Survey problems     
  Mortars & RPGs     
  Sound Ranging     
1968 24-Jan Op Coburg Bein Hoa 2, 3, & 7 RARs   

 31-Jan 
Det 131 
Timeline 66-68   

LPS 31A 31 D 
reported 
Flares 

Largescale attacks 
nationwide 

   Baria 

VC attack - 
successfully 
resisted by ARVN 

Locreps from 
A Radar  

Nil fire -friendly forces in 
the area 

   Baria 
131 assisted Mop 
Up of Baria 

Numerous 
reports of 
small arms  

 1-Feb  Nui Dat 
VC mortar attack 
& 3 grenades 

20 rounds 
mortar recd - 
locreps from A 
Radar- 
engaged by 
105mm & 
8Inch 

A patrol was sent to this 
position the following 
morning reporting a 
confirmed base plate site 
and that the enemy made 
a hasty retreat leaving 
behind twenty-five 82mm 
mortar bombs. 

18-Feb 19-Feb Op Coburg 
FSB 
Anderson 

B Bty 2/35th,US & 
106 & 108 Bty 
AUS Cav And 
Infantry as base 
defence.  

Bravo Radar, 
an LP and a 
forward Arty 
Int. Office. 

VC attack - see comments 
for full detail 

    Jim Menz KIA  

James L. Menz,21. A 
lance bombadier with Det. 
131 Division Locating 
Battery was killed by an 
enemy mortar attack ay 
1.15am near Fire Support 
Base Anderson, Bien Hoa 
on February 18 1968. 

19-Feb  RTA  

G Dignam N 
Proskurin & 
others 

Personnel 
exchange  

28-Feb 1-Mar Op Coburg 
FSB 
Anderson   

VC attack - see comments 
for full detail 

21-Mar  patrol 
TF 
Perimiter 

31 A, SAS & 
161(NZ) Fd Bty 

31A Mortrep 
gave B Radar 
a bearing 
where 15 
rounds were 
seen and a 
locrep 
reported. Nil 
fire as friendly 
were in the 
area.  

reported mortar Muzzle 
flashes 

     
It’s a report, not dissimilar to the “OC’s Reports” of the time in SVN where activities, arrivals, operations etc 
were recorded. The period it covers is from July, 1966 to March, 1968, so it’s not one person recording it, as the 
period for one person’s in-country is too long.  
Grahame has no idea from where the “report” originated and for that matter the people we’ve circulated it to are in the 
same boat. 
                            So, it begs the question does anyone have an idea? 
        Don’t keep all of us in suspense as there is another one to follow next month! 
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                 C’mon join up, you could be lucky enough to win a  
               one-way overseas adventure trip! 
Interesting to realise that at almost no time during conflicts, prior to and including 
Vietnam, were the “young” participants (be they volunteers or conscripts) entitled 
to vote!  
               The AGE TO VOTE IN AUS WAS 21 UNTIL 1973 – 21.03.71! 
     What would the Nashos have done if they could have voted 
                                   in 1966? 
Some interesting background - in August 1914 the minimum age to “enlist” was 
19. 
However, during the course of the First World War standards for age, minimum height 
and minimum chest measurement for enlistment in the AIF were altered. 
The requirements in August 1914 were 19–38 years, height of 5ft 6in and chest measurement of 34 inches. In 
June 1915, the age range and minimum height requirements were changed to 18–45 years and 5ft 2in, with the 
minimum height being lowered again to 5ft (smaller target I guess was the reasoning and to save money on 
material for uniforms!) in April 1917.  
During the first year of the war approximately 33 percent of all volunteers were rejected. However, with 
relaxation of physical standards of age and height, as well as dental and ophthalmic fitness, previously ineligible 
men were now eligible for enlistment. 
On enlistment recruits were examined for BC or D tattooed on their skin. These were British army tattoos. BC 
stood for bad character and D for deserter (really! What about EQ – maybe Export Quality?). 
General Health 
The health of men recruited under the new standard was of great concern to commanding officers. 
The second volume of the Official History of the Australian Army Medical Services in the War of 1914—1918 by 
Colonel AG Butler contains the following: 
On 30th March, 1917 General Howse wrote to General Fetherston: 
"I am trying to arrange transport for two or three thousand "B" class men; they are absolutely unfit for service. 
Many of them do not disclose any organic disease upon a carefully conducted clinical examination, but are in and 
out of hospital, and are quite useless for front line, and practically useless for Home Service…. Far better no 
reinforcements be sent from Australia as they do no duty, and only cause congestion in our hospitals and 
Command Depots. The class of reinforcements you are sending are not up to the old standard. Headquarters AIF 
Depots report that 20 per cent are unfit for the front line". 
Butler in the footnote writes: 
"Not unnaturally, seeing that the height standard had been reduced from 5ft 4 in. to 5ft 2in. the standard of vision 
reduced, and men with minor defects accepted. For special units, additional lowering had been approved. Thus, 
men for railway sections and mining corps were accepted up to 50 years, and men with spectacles were allowed 
to enter the ASC, AMC and ordnance corps. Men with minor and curable conditions suitable for operation could 
be taken into a military hospital for treatment. The conditions under which treatment was given was that if the 
operation was successful the man forthwith enlisted for general service, if not successful agreed to be discharged 
and had no further claim for compensation or pension. (So many men pleaded disability, as a result of such 
operations, and were subsequently discharged, that this method was abandoned)". 
Second World War 
The age limits set for enlistment in the Second Australian Imperial Force (AIF) in 1939 were 20 to 35 for recruits, 
higher for officers and some NCOs. The maximum was raised to 40 in 1940, and the minimum lowered to 19 in 
1941, and 18 in 1943; written parental consent was required for anyone under the age of 21. Even when the limit 
was lowered to 18, men of that age were not permitted to go to New Guinea or the Northern Territory. The same 
restriction also applied in the Citizen Military Forces (CMF), although the 18-year lower limit existed earlier. From 
1942, the CMF also shared with the AIF a requirement that all recruits under the age of 20 on enlistment undergo 
six months training before being posted to a unit. The CMF upper age limit was 60. 
Height requirements for the AIF in 1939 was a minimum of 5 feet 6 inches (167.6 cm); a year later 5 feet (152 cm) 
was enough. 
Physique of recruits 
Second Echelon, A.H.Q., examined the records of more than 25,000 men of the army with the object of 
discovering their average height, weight and chest measurement on enlistment. It found that the averages for 
men who were 21, for example, on enlistment were: height, 5 feet 7.6 inches; weight, 147 pounds; chest, 36.8 
inches. The average height for various age-groups ranged from 5 feet 7 inches to 5 feet 8.4 inches (the latter for a 
relatively small sampling of men aged 44). 
Also, the Government enlarged the field of enlistment (June 1940) by raising the upper age limit to 40 and 
reducing the height to 5 feet. In 1939, the minimum limit had been 5 feet 6 inches. In the previous war the 
minimum, originally 5 feet 6 inches, had been reduced inch by inch until, in April 1917, it reached 5 feet. 

Your Country 
needs youse 
   Blokes! 

 

               Now isn’t that interesting – I’m hoping we get some responses  
                         from blokes who were around with the Battery in 1988-89. 
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             . Here’s John Delacca’s continuing story, maybe love      
      affair, in the series with regards to Locators’ “passions” …   
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      Now that’s a “Passion” that’s served a lifetime – well done and thanks John. 
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An SVN interest story “Tears on my Pillow” by Narelle Biedermann   
This article was sent in by Bert Blink and it deals with Australian Army nurses who served in South Vietnam during 
the conflict. It is a perfect Recollection from all of them. It covers their trials and tribulations with some fun anecdotes.  
 

A general description contained in the link below: Joining army; first group of nurses 
sent to Vietnam; selection procedures; first impressions of hospital in Vietnam; attitude 
of male army medics to nurses; changes the nurses brought to the hospital; off duty 
activities; relationship with doctors; US nurses; hours worked; relationships with 
Australian and US servicemen; camp conditions; going home; memories, reunions; 
physical effects of service in Vietnam. US nurses; physical effects of service in Vietnam; 
cancer, agent orange; returning home; alcohol consumption; anti-war movement; 
personal attitude to Australia's involvement in Vietnam; Anzac Day reunions; nursing 
career after leaving army. 
https://anmj.org.au/australian-nurses-who-served-in-vietnam-relive-their-
stories/#iLightbox[gallery5196]/0 
 
Jan McCarthy is the person behind the clothesline hanging up her cotton knickers.  I 
have also attached a copy of the RAANC Nominal roll (see below).  
The book is the stories of 10 of these nurses, including Janice McCarty.  Each story has 
its own title, reflecting their personal experience.  Each person told the story of why they 
wanted to be Nurses, why they joined the Army and why they wanted to go to 
Vietnam.  It is interesting reading. 

                                                               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

On 04 May 2020, 131 Battery got the call to conduct a relief in co 
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. Here’s the next in the “Unknown” series…     

 

An Interesting Observation – 
 

My niece, Deb Enright, forwarded this on to my brother (Jim) and myself as her grandfather, our father (Ron) 
was born in 1903 – 
 

“This is the FB post I was telling you about. After I read it, I realised Ron was born only a couple of years after 
1900. Certainly, gives an interesting perspective on his life & times... 
 

For a small amount of perspective at this moment, imagine you were born in 1900… 
. When you are 14, World War I starts and ends on your 18th birthday with 22 million people killed.  
. Later in the year, a Spanish Flu epidemic hits the planet and runs until you are 20. Fifty million people die 
from it in those two years. Yes, 50 million.  
. When you're 29, the Great Depression begins. Unemployment hits 25%, global GDP drops 27%. That runs 
until you are 33. The country nearly collapses along with the world economy.  
. When you turn 39, World War II starts. You aren’t even over the hill yet.  
. When you're 41, the United States is fully pulled into WWII. Between your 39th and 45th birthday, 75 million 
people perish in the war and the Holocaust kills six million.  
. At 52, the Korean War starts and five million perish.  
. At 64 the Vietnam War begins, and it doesn’t end for many years. Four million people die in that conflict. .       
. Approaching your 62nd birthday you have the Cuban Missile Crisis, a tipping point in the Cold War. Life on 
our planet, as we know, it, could well have ended. Great leaders prevented that from happening.  
. As you turn 75, the Vietnam War finally ends.  
 

Think of everyone on the planet born in 1900. How do you survive all of that?  
A kid in 1985 didn’t think their 85-year-old grandparent understood how hard school was.  
Yet those grandparents (and now great grandparents) survived through everything listed above. 
 

Deb” 
 

 
The “Nui Dat “Locations/Personnel” Project 
The “Locations” Project was instigated by Kevin Browning mentioning that he was starting or was working on a 
project and of course, I couldn’t help myself, what with having more “confinement” spare time, I thought I’d have a 
crack at it. 
Well, as luck would have it Phil Mulgrew sent in the following, absolutely amazing Recollections article, which has 
added so much to the Project and his comments that accompany it tell a story. 
This is just so good - 
Phil Mulgrew - “Hi Paul.   
Glad to be of such timely assistance. I have worked out in chronological order what I remember of the blokes when 
and where they were, from the Listening Post perspective from late April 1968 to early May 1969. 
 

Arrival in country in early May 1968 to about July. Worked at 31 Alpha on the hill with the blokes below before and 
after FSB Coral - John Dellaca, 'Mitch' Miller, Peter Dealy and Jeff Reid 
 I went to FSB Coral. May 1968 on 31 Echo. Worked with - John I'Anson, Mick Bohl and Peter Dealy. 
I replaced Ric Marques at 31 Echo, Ric had an urgent date with civvie street coming up. 
 

Around July 1968, I worked at the second incarnation of 31 Delta situated on the berm at the A battery 2/35th Artillery 
battalion gun park with - Neville Wortlehock Bdr, Ken 'Bluey' Peisley, Mick Bohl, Ralph Mitchell, Steve Fowler, Stewart 
McAlpine and Peter Dealy. 
I have a bunch of photos of 31 Delta LP and living quarters under construction by us at that time. 
 

About November 1968, I went out to the Horseshoe to 31 Bravo. I was there until well after Christmas and had some 
minor surgery on my left ear by the grunt medics of the company there at the time. That ear hasn't been the same 
since. Blokes I remember at the Horseshoe at the time or later were -  Harold 'Tiny' Little Bdr, Stewart McAlpine, Ken 
Halligan, Graeme Owen, Jeff Schaffer and Peter McKie. 
 

I went out on operations around February 1969 to FSB Julia among others, but spent the most of the time at Camp 
Duster outside Long Binh, so called because of the twin 40mm cannons equipped duster light tanks guarding the 
compound. It was LP 31 Echo again with - George Clark Bdr and Graeme Owen. 
 

About middle to late March of 1969. I was back at 31 Alpha on Nui Dat hill again. Members I can recall there at the 
time were - Ken Halligan Bdr, Grahame Lee, John Browne (Brownie), Brian Black (Not certain), Arthur Dove,  
Peter McKie (Not certain). 
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I headed home on the 7th May 1969. 
Of course, other members filled various positions in the LP's whilst I and others were out on operations.  For example, 
I remember Ron Robards was at 31 Delta when I was out bush in February 1969. There were others in the above list 
of LPs’, but these are the blokes that I can remember that made an impression on me, both good, average or 
indifferent.  
 

That's it. So, in the best Victoria Police tradition, when giving evidence in Court, we would ask the magistrate. " Your 
Worship, my memory is exhausted. May I refer to notes taken at the time?". 
Unfortunately, no notes taken at this time. I wish I had kept a diary of daily events in SVN. It would have made great 
reading and reference. 
Keep safe, Phil.” 
…then Phil responds to a follow-up email with regards to his “Recollection” memory - 
“Hi Paul 
I guess I can only put it down to a good memory of the events at Nui Dat at the time and an ability to remember the 
personalities of the blokes I interacted with, some were open, bombastic or down right nice blokes to name a few traits 
of individuals in the Detachment at the time. 
This also served me well in the Police force when recalling events for Court or Coroner hearings.  The way I 
interpret it, I'm able to pick out a character trait that I saw in the individual and apply it to them like a signature, which 
had the advantage of leading to other recollections of individuals they interacted with.  Remembering or hearing about  
places in SVN also kick start memories of individual members in particular places or situations at the time. 
 

Here are some photos of the building of 31 Delta on the berm at the US gun battery. All photos are in the period July 
to October 1968. 
 
1. Neville Wortlehock in the functioning, but uncompleted 31 
Delta.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2.Myself sawing a wooden beam for the living quarters. Peter Dealy 
steading the beam.  LP behind. We quartered with the 2/35th Battalion in 
their barracks until the living quarters was finished. 

 
 
 
3. Stewart McAlpine and Peter Dealy during a break from building the living quarters.  
   When my Mum saw this photo, she thought Stewart was starving and not getting 
enough to eat. I informed her that he was imitating female genitalia that he was missing. 
"Dirty bugger" she responded with. 

 
 
 
 
 
4. Bluey Piesley on shift in 31 Delta.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Our main defence weapon on the roof. Apart our 'gats', we had a 
M79 grenade launcher. I think that was about it. Ammo was stored 
in the LP. 
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6. Stewart on shift in 31 Delta. the fuzzy outline of sandbags was the 
ammo storage for the 155m self-propelled artillery gun nearest us. 
Funny thing, we could sleep through one of their fire missions only 
yards away. Bet we couldn't do that now.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Another photo of the completed 31 
Delta. 
 

 
 
8. Myself relaxing after a shift reading up on the latest training pamphlet.  
The living quarters (red roof) is in the background.  
Phil.” 
 
 
 
Ed – Some of Phil’s photos and descriptions/comments have been added 
to the  
       “Nui Dat Locations/Personnel” project currently under construction – 
thanks very much Phil.   
 

The “Locations/Personal” Project – has commenced with my sending out a couple diagram questionnaires 
to the Det HQ and Survey blokes for completion.  
The bones to all of it is going to be laid out as the following – 
1. Det HQ – comprising of Det HQ Office, Q Store, Transport Office plus the tent area for accommodation. 
2. Arty Tac. 
3. LP’s – all the locations – 31A, 31B, 31C and 31D. A couple of the locations moved, but in general have a similar 
appearance after moving. It’s like all the locations where having personal named and times spent in these places is a 
real task in itself. 
4. Radar – yes there were only two – Alpha and Bravo, but they also moved etc. 
5. Survey – was a pretty stay-put location as per Arty Tac, it’s just the tent layout and who was there and when. 
 

To add to this minor confusion (I use that term loosely!) blokes served in multiple sub-units and locations during their 
service time, so, there’s a bit to be sorted. 
 

Anyway, I have taken it upon myself, with the help of both Ernie Newbold and Bert Blink as to mapping the Arty Tac 
tent lines.  
So, commencing in early June I’ll start sending out the Sub-Unit Locations and ask for manning details including times 
spent there – month/year is fine. 
                                       Let’s see how it all works out with your help. 
 

 From  
         the  
              Advocate’s  
                                Desk… 
 

 Our professional Advocate’s contact details: -   
Peter Pioro JP - email contact: piorowp@ozemail.com.au 
Ken Foster OAM JP - email contact:  khfoster1@bigpond.com 
 Disclaimer: Please note that all correspondence submitted will be treated with the total confidentiality 
between the sender and our Advocates. Printed submissions and responses that may be published in 
Eyes & Ears will be completely anonymous, just used as examples of help. 
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                      The “UNREWARDED POTENTIAL” series…    
 

                                  Look out Netflix this could be a threat,  
                                  unless you pay “BIG TIME”! 
 

      These following couple of photos have to be the “brainchild” for the very successful  
                                        and popular TV series seen worldwide – 
 

  
 
 

 
These blokes could, no should be, millionaires -       
         WO “Chalkie” Royal, Bdr Ray Hutchison,  
           L/Bdr John Vitkovsky, Gnr Allen Morley,  
      Gnr “Scottie” McNichol & Grahame Dignam 
 
  They needed an agent – surely “Blueleader” with his professional eye would have at least     
       sensed it! Just imagine how riveting it would be in the “aged care” facilities today! 
 
Can you imagine it - shirtless and in shorts – spinning a heap of one-liners!  
I can see it now - i.e.  
. Dig getting a “Dear John letter” – “Sorry Dig you’re not my typo!”  
. “Chalky” to “Hutcho” – “Couldn’t we get the blokes to shave their legs at least!”  
. “Vitkivkovskyi” - look at all the typos this name is causing, let alone pronouncing it after a 
couple of coldies! 
 
             There has to be untold rights and ongoing royalties owed to this bunch of blokes  
                                                     – we’re talking $mega-millions! 
 
                                                     Get me a Queen’s Counsel! 
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20 Regiment, RAA 
. Regimental Headquarters 
. 131 Battery 
. 132 Battery 
. Combat Service Support Battery 

UPDATE – March, 2020   
                         

                                  Fiona Bruce,        
      Major, Battery Commander   131Battery, 20th Regiment, RAA 
 

Hi Everyone, 
  

 if you use this link below, you will be able to watch a 10 min “MasterClass Video” which 

was put together by LBDR Zak Farrugia. The soldiers have been required to work from 

home for approximately 8 weeks due to COVID19. During this time, they conducted 

online lessons, quizzes and twice daily PT sessions from their own homes.  

The CO asked that the JNCOs develop a video lesson on a topic of their choosing, and I 

thought that LBDR Farrugia’s history of RPV masterclass would be great for the wider 

131 Bty network. I am really proud of the efforts of all of the Bty for their efforts 

throughout the COVID19 time away from the barracks. Some of our team found 

themselves being soldier, teacher and parent concurrently! 

I am also very proud of LBDR Farrugia and other JNCOs who have submitted videos. 

We have videos on how to put up a hootchie, change a G-wagon tyre, military symbology etc. They are doing 

great work and you can be sure that they are upholding the high standards of 131 Bty. 
  

This video is on YouTube on a unlisted site. What that means is that you need to use this link to watch it. As LBDR 

Farrugia can be identified as a proud 131 Bty member and ADF member, for security, we will only keep this online 

for a few weeks, enough time for the associations to watch it if they choose. 
  

https://youtu.be/RXfPle6_hqE 
  

Next month we will forward an article written by LT Daubney (A Tp Comd), with pictures taken by LT Harvey (B Tp 

Comd) regarding a recent field exercise that the Bty conducted at Wide Bay Training Area. 
  

Fiona 

  

Fiona Bruce 

Major 

Battery Commander | 131 Bty | 20th Regiment, RAA 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
131 Battery 
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 Mail Call… 
 

 

Kim McGrath – “Hi Paul, 
I have just read through your latest epistle for Locators. Another great production Mate. 
I have experienced a lot but there is so much that happened (naturally) before my time and as time marches on. 
I note that the Regiment sent a lot of new soldiers to Rifle Company Butterworth (RCB127). That would have been a 
great experience for them. 
Completely different from Holsworthy Range etc. I note the RCB127 title which obviously means the 127th rotation 
from Australia. 
When I was posted to 106 Fd Bty RAA, 28 ANZUK Fd Regt, 28 ANZUK Bde 1972-3 we did the last Butterworth guard 
from in-country. For us it was a one month duty whereas it became a three-month duty from Australia, makes sense. 
We replaced the detachment from the 1st Battalion Royal Highland Fusiliers. Princess Margaret's own from 
Glasgow. AKA “The Poisoned Dwarfs”. They were very young and quite belligerent ergo the Kiwis had a field day with 
them. Another story. 
They were replaced by the Gordon Highlanders whose ages matched ours at the time and, as a more ‘mature' bunch 
they were no trouble at all. 
Butterworth....As we finished our stint in Butterworth we handed over the Rifle Company from Australia so I guess that 
our tour could be referred to as RCB-1. 
With RCB127 and probably a current RCB128 those mathematical numbers highlight just how many years have 
passed. Great times and great memories. 
I am sure that the young Diggers of today are enjoying the experience and it lends to their overall experiences and 
skills development. 
Things change and things remain the same. 
On the subject of Rusty Carsburg: Rusty was a great bloke, a good soldier and as wicked as the rest of us. He even 
developed some of his own forms of devilment. He was great fun! 
I remember (I think), more than one occasion, where he used a slug gun to shoot pellets at a filing cabinet just behind 
Gnr K.K. Bontes, an Orderly Room Clerk. Bontes would sit at his desk typing away, with a 44 Gallon drum of White-
Out and Rusty would make him jumped like a Kangaroo. After a number of occasions Gnr Bontes got the idea to close 
the sliding window.... but the louvered slats beneath the window were open for ventilation. The pellets continued until 
the novelty wore off or the slats were closed. 
It is sad to read that “Rusty” was angry as he left the Army. I had retired before this time. I always found “Rusty” to me 
a most mischievous and happy Digger plus very capable Gunner who helped make 131 Div Loc Bty the special team 
that it was. 
Please feel free to use this data, or parts thereof, as you see fit. I hope that some photos of “Rusty” turn up from that 
era. Ubique, Kim. 
PS:   I also note that “Rusty's” brother has used the incorrect Artillery Badge in his tribute sheet of Rusty's service.   
i.e. The King's Artillery Badge. (I couldn't help myself.)” 
 
Ron “Mook” Evans – “I see a mention of Norm McManus in 
this profile (Locator Profile #1548; Pires, Gerard (David)). Here is a 
photograph, I am fairly sure, of that very gentleman. It was taken 
somewhere in NSW prior to Viet Nam and shows an instrument 
named a Tellurometer. It was a South African bit of kit and was 
completely useless in our hands. 
Odd the things you remember.  
Cheers, Mook 
 
… “Mook” continues on with another email – 
 

“Funny how the old memory works, of fails, as the case may be. 
Recent events disappear quite rapidly into the ether of 
forgetfulness but others find a tenacious spot in the synaptic labyrinth. 
I have a memory of a completely useless bit of gear named, as I imperfectly recall, an ANPQ Radar. I searched for 
this term and came up with this: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AN/MPQ-64_Sentinel 
Isn't the Internet amazing? Aren't memories amazing?  
Cheers mate, Mook 
 

PS - For absolutely no reason at all, the following thought suddenly intruded into my reverie:  
“When did I have my first flight?” And the answer was Sydney-Darwin RAAF base en route to SVN, May 1967.” 
Ed thought that that was an interesting revelation about a first flight – 
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I made a flight with TAA BNE-SSYD return in 1956 to catch up with some rels and watch the Olympic Games in 
Melbourne on TV – hilarious! 
                                       Anyone else have a first flight memory? 
 
Steve Partridge/Wynn – Steve is our latest Association member and has an interesting tale to share – 
“Hi Paul, 
No flu masks, no symptoms but an interesting story about it. 
My son-in-law was in Wuhan a year ago for his University, there was a sudden spike in pneumonia cases while he 
was there. When he came home, his wife (my daughter) got a bad double pneumonia on two occasions after he got 
back home. We visited them to help out and I ended up in hospital with pneumonia for 4 days and was sick for a 
couple of months after, I also had AF, my heart was going mad for months while I was sick.  
It made us wonder what sort of experiments are going on at Wuhan. My daughter is trying to find a test to see if she 
has had Corona and that we might have had an early version of it. 
Cheers, Steve Wynn” 
 

Ron Boaler – “Thanks Paul, I remember Sgt Simmons at North Head with Karl Doehrmann or “doorknobs” as we 
called him.   
I find it interesting to know what it was like at Nui Dat for the original members who arrived there. Pretty rough 
compared to what we lived in.  
Also, seeing a photo of a young “Lofty Hayes” as my memories are of meeting a very grey haired “Lofty” every 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at a gym in Castledine in Brisbane at 0800 for 2 hours of torture after which we 
played a type of volleyball. You knew if serving to “Lofty” if you dropped it short he couldn’t get it due to his spine 
being fused. In volleyball, you can only hit the ball once but “Dougie”, ex 9RAR, was allowed to hit it twice as he was 
schizophrenic and we didn’t know which personality was hitting the ball. Some very happy memories. Ron.” 
 

Peter Ravelje – “G'day Paul, 
Hope you are tip top tequila, as I am here in XXXX country. Was reading the latest newsletter 
and noticed the story on the "The Ryerson Index".  
Was surprised to read Peter Szabo is no longer with us. 
I was informed about 3 -4 years ago, of the passing of Marcus Lee Robinson (photo at right) 
by a casual acquaintance of his. I asked them if they could get the details of his passing.  
They never did get back to me. Could you possibly find out if this true, through the Index? 
Cheers & Ubique. Peter Ravelje” 
Ed – No luck with the search, maybe this photo may help revive a few grey cells re: Marcus – 
ex- Sydney, National Service, SVN in – 21.01.70 & SVN out – 13.08.70  

 
 
Mail Out          I started this in September, 2017 and have decided to continue running down 
the alphabet of names and sending some emails to blokes in general to say g’day and just to generally 
keep in touch. A lot of the blokes I’ve never met, so it’s just to keep some connection alive. Plus, it’s 
good to keep in touch, even sporadically, it may help to avoid any unpleasant unforeseen surprises. 
 

   Mail In - Here are the responses… 
 

Bob King – “Hi Paul,  
Thanks for your email. 
My wife & I have managed ok so far. The only downside we were unable to see our new grandson for 10 days after he 
was born 26/03/2020. We are getting lots of photos from a proud mum & dad (my son Andrew & his wife) 
This week we have had some restrictions lifted. We are able to visit family, The supermarkets are fully stocked (loo 
paper as well). 
However, it will not be back to normal until possibly July. One good thing as there have been less cars on the road 
petrol is under$0.90 cents per litre.  
Regards, Bob.” 
 

Darryl Musgrave – “Hi Paul, thanks for the contact. I am glad you and yours are coping. No problems here with 
my family and myself, just passed my Mother's 96th birthday yesterday, and Mum and Dad will celebrate their 75th 
wedding anniversary next week, still in isolation at their retirement home. My sister is trying to set up a "Zoom" 
meeting for us to at least see them - we will see how that pans out. No need to publish any of this, as I am not sure 
the majority of members would know me. But rest assured your regular 'G'days" are always welcome. Regards 
Darryl.” 
 

Ron Mason – “Hi Paul, good to hear from you & catch up on your travelling around. A shame your trip out here 
was cut short. Life goes on much the same here - working from home as usual, we have cut our trips to town short. 
Did not stock pile toilet paper but plenty on the shelf by the time to restock. 
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Have not been able to see the grand kids due the shutdown, as soon as that is lifted we will no doubt be off so 
perhaps it's just as well we are getting a bit done around the place at the moment. We are both going OK & so are the 
grand kids & our two kids. One working from home (Toyota insurance) so able to keep a bit of a watch on 3 home 
schooling & the other working 3 days a week with disabled young folk, not so good for home schooling. We, at least 
Margaret, spends some time each day on "WhatsApp" keeping the lone home schooler company. That about covers 
everything hear as far as family.  
With the local Vietnam Veterans not having meetings each of the committee has been given a phone list to check on 
how our members are travelling, I have received a very positive response from those that I have spoken to,  one or 
two are on their own so tend to like a chat so that's all good. 
Till next time stay safe. Ron.” 
 

Russ Jackson – “Hello Paul, 
Thank you for your contact. 
Good to hear that you made it home before the travel shut downs. 
It was a very unusual Anzac Day for us this year.  
As you know our group gets together in a different city each year for the Anzac March and a catch up. 
No such chance this year and our catching up was done via an email thread with text and photos. 
A challenge was set to adorn our letterboxes with an appropriate Anzac tribute and a number within the group elected 
to have a 
private dawn service at the end of their driveways.  
We are looking forward to a group get together in 2021.  
As Victorians, we are probably subject to stricter lockdown controls than some of the other states but we are happy to 
do our bit 
to ensure a minimisation of community transmission. At the same time, in our neighbourhood, I have never seen so 
many people out walking. 
There is an active debate about schools being closed with some heated exchanges between this State and the 
Federal Governments. 
One comment I took notice of was in relation to there being enough to deal with at the moment without the prospect of 
having to contend with a new generation that has been home schooled by alcoholics.  
Like you we have had found plenty of “in and around the house” things to do and we have been honing our sudoku 
and cryptic crossword skills. 
Our shopping trips are minimised through having a daughter who is happy to provide us with most of our necessities. 
After the total hoarding madness of the early days I believe supermarket shelves are almost back to normal. 
Medications are home delivered. As a safeguard against unwanted weight and to give my liver a fighting chance I 
have opted to have  
a break from alcohol during the lockdown. So far so good after two and a bit weeks. 
Petrol prices are around the 80 cent per litre mark which is unfortunate timing since our car use is restricted through 
the lockdown. 
Police enforcement of unnecessary travel has been a little over the top to say the least.  
It is hard to envisage what life will actually be like after all of this with employment sectors such as hospitality, 
entertainment and tourism so devastated. 
Margot and I have worked as volunteer Tourism Information Officers in our region and it is unlikely that many of our 
current team will resume that work.  
We could certainly emerge to a very different world.   
Thank you again for the great work that you do. Regards Russ” 
 

Phil Mulgrew – “Hi Paul. 
Good to hear from you. I thought you might have come within a whisker of an enforced stay in Oz for the duration 
of the Covid-19 pandemic, given the time of your arrival here. Glad to see you and Helen made it back home in good 
time without having to go into isolation. It's hard enough being cooped up in the house and only going out to shop, see 
the doctor or whatever without having to deal with 14 days of self-isolation.  
Having said that, the Queensland authorities has allowed travel up to 50 km from our homes for recreation purposes 
as everybody has generally behaved themselves here apart from the odd few miscreants who deserved to be fined for 
their behaviour in believing social distancing and no group gatherings didn't apply to them. 
So, the wife and I headed off to Bribie Island for the day, along with a lot of other folk on this side of 
Brisbane.  Everyone there was practicing social distancing, so no drama. 
The supermarket shelves are slowly getting back to normal here where I live. Even plenty of dunny rolls on the 
shelves. For the life of me, I couldn't figure out the initial run on toilet rolls, and my wife Helen said it was probably due 
to being able to flush toilet paper down the dunny after using it to clean surface areas in the house using sanitiser and 
disinfectant instead of depositing paper towels in the kitchen rubbish bin. Guess it figures, and probably explains why 
paper towels were always available in the supermarkets. 
We have settled in quite well here since moving from interstate in late January, which I suppose is to be expected as 
we have lived on the north side of Brisbane in past years due to work commitments. 
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I look forward to reading about JD's (John Dellaca) stoushes on the race track during his car racing days. At one time 
or another and not necessarily in any order, John, Peter Dealy, Mitch Miller and I all worked on LP 31A together. 
Staggering to think that it all occurred 52 years ago. 
That’s really about it for me. Take care. Phil. 
 

 Jim Hogno – “Hi Dicko. 
Thanks for keeping in touch, it was good to hear that you are both OK. Like everyone, I am sure you are sick of 
covid19 ruling our lives this past 6-8 weeks.  However, the National Cabinet meets Friday 8th with the view to relaxing 
some of the restrictions that are imposed, especially on Pubs, Clubs and Restaurants. 
Anzac Day this year was very different than what we normally experience due to the restrictions on crowd numbers 
and gatherings. The RSL ran a campaign requesting people to assemble on their driveways at 6.00am with candles 
as a declaration of respect. They would have been overawed with the response as the number of people that 
embraced the concept was overwhelming. This may well become the new norm on April 25th. 
In the village where I live we had a small gathering at 6 am, lowered the flag to half-mast and I recited the Ode.  Then 
at 10.00 am a wreath was laid, the Last Post was played and Ode recited again.   
While I was in the Anzac spirit I contacted three old 131 mates to catch up, Kanga McFadden, Wirey Hackett and 
Kenny McNamara and we shared a laugh and some memories, was good for the soul to catch up again.  
Other than that life is good for Lesley and I as we both enjoy reasonably good health, thanks again for the wonderful 
job you do compiling the Newsletter and keeping us all engaged. 
Best wishes, Hoggy” 
 

Iain Kennedy – “Good to hear from you, happy to hear you 
are soldiering on through during this Pandemic. 
Janet & I where due to fly out mid-March for a part business, part 
leisure trip to Singapore, Thailand and Malaysia, with everything 
booked and appointments made. We were ready to head off, 
when this Covid hit the fan. 
 
As a mature aged citizen, I’m supposed to stay indoors and self-
isolate. So instead of going out on the bike, I have set my wife 
and one me of my bikes on trainers in the alfresco area (see 
photo). Still able to go for walks every day, weather permitting.   
 
Made a list of jobs to do around the place and am slowly ticking 
them off. Just had a delivery of timber today, to start the extension 
to the alfresco area. Before winter hits.  
Still a little bit of work around, but only occupying two days a week. Doing Health and Nutrition supplements another 
two days. With guidance from Ian Amos, am trying to improve my DVA. They are quick to take away, but slow to 
deliver. 
 
 
 
 
We have just seen (yesterday) the anniversary of the Coral Battle first attack and not long 
ago a very different Anzac Day. That I celebrated at the end of my driveway (see photo). 
Hopefully next your will see something more normal.  
Stay home, stay safe 
Regards, Iain K” 
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    Notice Board…hey! See what’s coming up? 
      There’s plenty of room for notices – has anyone got or getting any events planned?  
                                        Just send an email and I’ll post it. Ed 

 

 

 Have YOU joined yet?         
             

	
	
	

 
	

https://www.facebook.com/groups/131divlocbtyraa	

     First up, cut and paste this link (above), have a look at what’s going on,  then,  
                                      bite the bullet and join up!  
                              “It’s getting popular!”- Ed	
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Ron Mason sent th following email to Grahame Dignam –  
“Grahame, I thought some of our members may be interested in the fact that the National Vietnam Veterans 
Museum at Phillip Island has now gained full museum status.  
The museum has also been able to gain more land on the island just opposite the current location, this land has 
frontage to the main road - all good I think. Other news from the museum is that Sir Peter Cosgrove is now the 
patron. 
Hope all is well with, you & all members  
Regards, Ron” 
 
 We’ve got a couple of Items for the notice board – anyone got or getting any 
events planned? Put a notice here if you want. 
 
 

 

Committee members:  
              President – Allen Morley, Vice President – Bert Blink, Treasurer/Secretary – Grahame Dignam, 
Webmaster – Bob Billiards, Research Officer – Ernie Newbold, Designs and Development Officer – Nick Proskurin,    
                                                     Eyes & Ears Editor – Paul Dickson 
                                        General members – Ian Amos, Ged Carroll, George Lane.  
                        Regional Representatives: ACT – Bert Blink, Qld – Terry Erbs, SA - Geoff Blackwell,  
                                                   Vic – Alan Adams, WA -  Barry Guzder                                                                        
                                                                http://www.131locators.org.au                                                          

 
A few well chosen words of wisdom form the Sec/Treas - "If you have had a  busy year, now is the time to check your 
131 Locators Assn membership is current.  
Email sectreas131locators@gmail.com to check. 
Grahame" 
 

Presidential perambulations 
Our Italian holiday was planned to begin next week. The Chinese virus put an end to that. Hence the only real 
alternative was a postponement until September 2021. The airline has to cancel our flight before we can get a fare 
refund. Credits and or deferrals are always offered but refunds are harder to obtain.  
However, many others have been disadvantaged through losing their jobs or their business, so our situation is nothing 
in comparison.   
I am not a Facebook user through choice. But, Bob Billiards, Grahame Dignam and Terry Erbs have discovered some 
new/old Gunners with the 131 group on Facebook. This group provides another dimension to communication options. 
If you are also Facebook averse ask your kids, grandkids or someone in your local coffee shop to show you the group 
site. It is well worth a look and maybe some of the names and locations will be familiar to you. 
Now, that we are nearly out the other side of the virus impact a new group of “experts” has appeared. Amongst this 
group are many complainers who show wisdom in retrospect. Billions of $As are being bandied about and so many 
want a piece of the action. The 103 deaths resulting from the virus are all in their own right sad. Nevertheless, 
inspection of the situation in other countries reveals that the Government’s plan of attack was highly successful. But, 
still the media highlight one new case and the 8 o’clock morning Premier’s presentation has faded from the so called 
breaking news.  
The Locating, Surveillance and Target Acquisition Association is planning for an October reunion in Brisbane. This 
reunion metamorphosed from the previous Coffs Harbour biennial reunions as a result of the Association’s transfer to 
Queensland. Let’s hope the border is open by then and available airfares are not too extravagant. This event is a 
great opportunity for re-acquaintance, memories and convivial consumption. I hope that readers will seek to attend. 
Cheers and keep your distance still 
Allen 
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/131divlocbtyraa 

Facebook – come and join us! 
 
 

. Upcoming Events Calendar – 
131 Locators Association Committee Meeting Date: Tuesday, 9th, June, 2020 at 1100hrs 
Venue:  Canley Heights RSL & Sporting Club, 26 Humphries Rd., Wakeley. 
Ph (02) 9604 9975 and for directions -  http://www.canleyheightsrsl.com.au/contact-us/  You’re all welcome 
 
 
. Pertinent Points – extracted from the 131 Locators Association 
Committee meeting. 
Meeting Date: Tuesday, 12h Mayl, 2020 at 1105hrs (well fairly close?)... 
Attendees were: Allen Morley, Bert Blink, Grahame Dignam, Bob Billiards 
and Paul Dickson.  
 

Financial Membership is currently 121, plus Associates 2, Affiliates 11.  
Total 134.  Lapsed 35 members Dec’d 10. 
 
Temporary Chairman G Dignam opened the meeting as President Allen 
Morley was delayed.                                                                                                Bob Billiards making a point.                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                              

Presidents report. 
Allen noted his thanks to Bob Billiards for hosting the ZOOM meeting to allow us to gather and keep our respective 
distances like the “good Diggers” we are. 
 

Public Officer Report. 
No report available. 
 

Webmaster Update. 
Bob produced web stats prior to the meeting and advised that activity was very constant. 
He also mentioned the activity on the Face book page and a possible intrusion.  
A member of another Face book group (and  a suspected merchant ) was approved by the alternate Mod. After he 
was originally declined. We will await developments and if he attempts to market personal merchandise on our page 
we will delete the account. 
Current membership has increased from 26 to 42 with most new members having a “131 Oldies” profile. 
 

Health report. 
No new issues reported. 
 

General Business. 
. A new profile form has been developed to cater for Vets from more recent conflicts to record their history. 
. A review of the Honour Roll to include the badge of the RAA instead of the Army “rising sun” was carried and 
immediately changed. 
. Minor changes were made to other web page labels to aide clarity. 
. A questionnaire will be circulated to establish personnel and their positions on a year by year basis. This will allow a     
progressive timeline over the life of the Det. capturing the differing positions of the Radars and LPs. 
 
If you’ve got more photos that you want added, just send them to: - Paul Dickson – web Photos  
131eyesandears@gmail.com– BUT DON’T FORGET TO ADD TITLES/NAMES ETC. 
 
. Birthdays in the Battery...June – 1 

Date Name Regt No YoB SVN In SVN Out Comments 
1 GEOFFREY SULLIVAN 3798292 1949 02 12 1970 03 05 1971 131 

  "        "     03 05 1971 20 10 1971 12 Fd Regt. 
3 ALLAN MACLEAN Capt. 32203 1928 24 05 1967 28 06 1967 RAEME 
5 PETER DEALY 3411983 1947 18 02 1968 21 02 1969   
5 JAMES LOCKHART 6709144 1947 03 06 1969 21 02 1970 † 12.04.14 
5 VITO CICCOLELLA 2791669 1947 16 12 1969 17 12 1970   
6 JOHN I'ANSON 2787424 1945 12 04 1968 16 04 1969   
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7 BRUCE IRVINE 2783695 1945 04 05 1967 20 02 1968   
8 EDWIN FIELD Sgt. 242577 1934 22 04 1966 31 07 1966 † 20.07.96 

10 KEITH WHITE 2783029 1945 17 04 1967 13 12 1967 AACC 
12 IAN AMOS 2785676 1945 12 09 1967 17 09 1968   
12 LAWRENCE SAWYER 3787393 1945 04 05 1966 03 03 1967   
14 PAUL BUSS 2781443 1945 22 04 1966 28 04 1967 † 28.09.11 
15 KARL DOEHRMANN Sgt. 38119 1933 {20 05 1966 29 04 1967 † 10.08.09 

  "   "     {28 01 1970 27 08 1970   
15 EDWARD WEBB 29964 1941 27 01 1970 21 01 1971   
16 RALPH PEARCE 214806 1945 22 04 1966 30 04 1967 † Unknown 
18 ROGER WHITTAKER 2184592 1949 19 08 1970 05 08 1971 † 01.12.08 
20 JOHN CHILTON 215855 1946 09 12 1968 03 12 1969   
23 WILLIAM PRENTER WO1 64258 1933 22 04 1966 07 06 1967 † RAEME 01.10.97 

  "              "     20 08 1970 09 06 1971 4 Fd Regt  
25 PAUL BUTCHER 3411454 1946 01 04 1969 25 03 1970    
26 LINDSAY MEAD 3790714 1945 27 03 1968 26 04 1968   
26 GERRY CARROLL 2781311 1945 20 05 1966 29 04 1967   

2 DEREK GRIFFITHS Sgt 310867 1927 13.08.70 12.08.71 † 02.04.05 
3 BRUCE FOWLER 2795238 1949 16 12 1970 29 07 1971   
4 GEORGE WEARN Capt. 2251140 1937 05 08 1968 20 08 1968 133 Div Loc CMF 
7 PETER JOSCELYNE 2792023 1945 03 06 1970 17 12 1970   

12 NEVILLE ATKINSON 1733449 1947 08 11 1968 05 11 1969 † 14.12.96 
13 DEREK GRIFFITHS Sgt 310867 1927 13.08.70 12.08.71 † 02.04.05 
10 BILL FINLAY Sgt. 37818 1944 20 05 1966 01 05 1967   
10 ROBERT PELHAM 55342 1949 16 11 1968 19 11 1969   
10 REX ARNOLD 424096 1949 16 12 1970 29 05 1971   

  "          "     29 05 1971 16 09 1971 Ind 161 Recce Flt. 
11 JOHN JAGGARD 4721862 1949 03 03 1971 02 08 1971 131 

  "           "     02 08 1971 18 11 1971 12 Fd Regt 
12 HARRY LYNUS 176377 1942       
13 ALASDAIR GOUGH 2105130 1947 27 03 1970 04 03 1971   
14 EDMOND DOUST Sgt. 53111 1939 04 05 1967 02 04 1968 † 26.12.14 
14 FREDERICK KRUIMINK 6708867 1945 27 11 1967 19 11 1968   
15 IAN EARLE 3166824 1951 19 08 1970 10 12 1970 131 / 4 Fd Regt. 

  "        "     11 12 1970 23 06 1971 33 Dental Unit 
16 GEORGE ADDISON WO2 2410040 1930 16 04 1969 16 04 1970 † 27.12.12 
18 KEITH AYLIFFE Sgt. 217354 1941 18 12 1967 03 12 1968 131 

  "      "     08 07 1971 24 07 1971 HQ AFV 
18 ALAISTAIR McLEAN 312524 1947 21 02 1969 21 02 1970   
18 JOE KOCKA 1202703 1951 20 08 1970 29 07 1971   
19 MAXWELL McPHERSON 3795560 1947 27 11 1969 05 11 1970 †19.05.16 
21 GRAHAM WILLIAMS 2789698 1947 03 06 1969 25 03 1970   
21 WILLIAM SLAPE 44464 1950 22 12 1969 17 12 1970 † 12.05.12 
21 WILHELMUS Van ZETTEN 3794919 1947 17 03 1970 17 12 1970   
21 PETER SUMMERS 3796803 1948 09 11 1970 09 06 1971   
22 JOHN HOMER 5717596 1949 17 03 1971 02 08 1971 131 

  "               "     02 08 1971 18 11 1971 12 Fd Regt 
22          THE EYES & EARS   1967 1967 1967  
23 DAVID DODD 2790139 1947 03 06 1969 04 06 1970   
25 WILLIAM DOYLE 4719912 1947 17 12 1968 04 01 1969 4 Fd REGT   

  "      "     05 01 1969 28 11 1969 131  † 05.09.78 
25 JOHN SMITH 610231 1949 16 11 1968 12 11 1969   
25 PETER BARRY 2794949 1949 17 03 1971 04 08 1971 131  † 03.10.02 

  "              "     04 08 1971 02 11 1971 12 Fd Regt 
28 MALCOLM MUSGRAVE 214359 1943 03 06 1969 04 06 1970   
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29 RICHARD EDWARDS 218595 1949 03 06 1970 14 05 1971   
 
*Above colour background coding explanation  – Red – financial Locator, Yellow – located Locator, Black – passed 
Locator, Blue – honorary Member, White – NOT Located Locator. 
 
Ed – 12 blokes not highlighted maybe one day we’ll discover some of them.  
 

. Locator Profiles – we’ve received 162 and we’ve sent out 162. Ed –  ???????????????????????? 
This month saw a Locator Profile (#161 Carsburg, Russell “Rusty) and here is a response from an already registered 
Locator Profile member - 
Charles Brewer – “This is great Paul – Charles here…ex 133 DIV LOC & 7 FD REGT Sydney.  
What I particularly appreciate, is how you want to keep memories of “old soldiers” alive; their service sure – but more 
so, their post Nam lives. 
Yep – sure is about mate-ship, isn’t it?  
Blessings, across the miles, from a Coffs Harbour that is almost Covid 19 free; only 2 cases, both safe in hospital & 
healing. Charles.” 
 

. Located… 
Graeme Williams - Re: - Robert Hargreaves……Robert is no longer a Lost Locator as I have spoken with him 
recently. I will be doing so again next week and at that time will be suggesting he join the Association. 
 
Have a look at the Association’s web site - http://www.131locators.org.au – you might find some lost mates or get in 
touch with us and see if we can for you.       
 
Vale – 
Name                                               Rank     Service No   Locs    SVN         DoB          DoD 
Maker, Kevin Raymond “Soul”     T/Sgt     2241505         LPs     1969-70   04.04.49   24.05.20 
 

Locator Profile      
 

Surname:   Maker Given Names:   Kevin Raymond Nickname: “Soul”    DoB:   04.04.49   State of Origin:   NSW                                  
 

What did you do before the army: Prior to the Army I had numerous jobs in factories, shops, off-sider on the Peters 
Ice cream truck. I even worked in a factory making bobby pins. The last job I had before the Army was at Out Board 
Marine packing Johnson & Evinrude outboard Motors. 
 

Army service dates from:   1968     to   1983                  Regt No:   2251507 (ARA) 
 

If served in SVN, then dates: from     August 1969                      to      August 1970 
 

Battery/s Activity/s (Bty/s served in, Sections of Bty/s worked in, locations, dates etc):  I worked on various LP’s 
including 31A & 31B (Horseshoe, Arty Tac and assisting the surveyors. After Vietnam, I stayed with Bty traveling all 
over the place with survey, EVA, and numerous Training exercises as well as attending courses at the School of 
Artillery including Survey courses. I was also an Instructor at 123 training Bty at Holsworthy and a RTI at Kapooka. It 
was during this time that I formed friendships with so many Locators that it still brings a smile to my face when I think 
of them. 
 

Who were you in the service with: Les Bates, Tex (Leon) Djatschenko, Lofty Hayes, Karl Doehrmann, Gary Lovell, 
Jeff Price, Laurie Farr, Mal Musgrave, Peter Bennet, Doc Luxford, Denis Foster, Paul Tys, Allan Cleasby, Brian 
Kennedy (OC) Marcus Lee Robinson, Peter Zarbo, Jock White, Barry McQuigin and Jack Holmes, 
 

Last Rank: Temp Sergeant 
 

What did you do after the army: I went into Law enforcement with the NSW Department of Transport, Transport 
Management 
I am married to Gail and have two children and two grandchildren. 
 

Anything else of interest:  I am a DVA Advocate and have a strong interest in Veterans matters and have helped 
numerous veterans over the years to obtain their rightful entitlement 
What town do you live in now: East Maitland NSW, the Gateway to the Hunter Valley 
 

Photo/s attached: I have no photos to show you and hopefully some of the blokes out there may have some. 
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North Head with Chris Chapple – 1969                                                                                                      In and Around Nui Dat  
        

                                                                                                                     
This was fun!                                                                                                        With groups of good mates 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With plaque 
 

 

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
Bill Taggart – “While we did not know Kevin, the men of the 1/83rd mourn the loss of another of our 

brothers, may he rest in peace. Our sympathies to his family and all that knew and loved 
him.  

Lest We Forget., Bill.”  
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Kevin Browning – “Paul,  
Certainly, not great news but he suffers no more and has left the world better for his attendance.  
Regards, Kevin.” 
 
Wade Cooper – “Dear Paul,  
On behalf of the Officers, men and women of 20th Regiment, RAA, we extend our deepest sympathies and 
condolences on the passing of Kevin ‘Soul’ Maker.  
Lest we forget.  
Respectfully, 
Wade 
Wade G. Cooper 
Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding Officer | 20th Regiment, RAA.” 
 

William Pritchard – “I just wanted to say that it was a truly sad moment for me we were good mates and it will be 
a big loss to family friends and Army buddies Kev was a true gentleman with a mischievous mix he will be sadly 
missed by all who knew him and I can say a good rugby player I had the pleasure of being his captain coach at 
Holsworthy a big loss for all Lest We Forget my dear friend. William.” 
 

Mike Horne – “Vale Kevin Maker, a friend to all and a damn fine advocate to all Defence personnel. You did some 
bloody fine work as an Advocate and will be sorely missed. 
RIP Kev, UBIQUE. 
Mike. 
 

Warwick Brooker – “G’day Dicko,  
Very sad news indeed. I was talking to Soul a couple of months ago when he was about to begin a course of 
immunotherapy for a melanoma that had metastasised. He’d had a melanoma removed some time ago, I think years 
ago, and tests had revealed he was clear of it. Unfortunately, he wasn’t and it had continued to spread through his 
body undetected. Soul’s dear wife Gail told me that the only way to be sure of these things is to have a full body CT 
scan. Perhaps that should be recommended for all of us who spent many months shirtless under a Vietnamese 
tropical sun. There would be others who spent years, rather than months, with exposure of this kind.  
I’m expressing this concern because, being aware that many of Kevin’s mates experienced the same kind of exposure 
to the sun in Vietnam and elsewhere, I am really concerned that we should be aware of the dangerous nature of skin 
cancer and that the usual examinations and tests do not necessarily detect it.  
I’ve attached a couple of photos taken at the Newcastle-Hunter LocArty dinner at Maitland in July 2010, at which Soul 
was MC. (I didn’t take the photos.) – the 60th Anniversary weekend. 
R.I.P. Soul. Thank you for your service, your mateship and your concern for others. You will be missed by many.  
Brookey” 

 
Dicko, I’ve attached another shot of Soul (below), taken at 
Shenanigans Irish Pub (Imperial Hotel) at Maitland in July 
2010. Irvy (Bruce Irvine), Kanga (John McFadden) and I 
visited for the event and to kick the weekend off, Soul 
suggested we head to Shenanigans with him, where we 
were joined by others. As you can see from our 
expressions, it was quite a merry start to the weekend and      
it definitely got the thumbs up from Soul! 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
John Browne – “Kev was the nicest guy. 
We arrived and left South Vietnam at the same time. Browny.” 
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Peter Bennett – “Very sad news Paul. I was at Holsworthy prior to, and in Vietnam, with Kevin. He was a very 
likeable soul, good fun to be with and a great member of the crew. Also, very fortunate to be invited to and attend his 
21st after return. 
Unfortunately, being in Victoria I have tended to lose touch with most which I deeply regret. My sincere condolences 
to Kevin's family. 
Lest we forget. Peter.” 
 
Chris Chapple – “Hi Paul, 
Very sorry to hear of Kev’s passing.  
Kev and I did our radar course at the School of Artillery North Head. 
This pic is of us doing a sig session near the sheds up the top, say Feb 
69.  
I hold very good memories of him, and we both passed!  
Chris.” 
 
 
 
 
Kim McGrath – “Hi Paul, 
As I prepare to travel down to the Hunter tomorrow I can reflect on the loss of our Mate, Kevin Maker. 
I have known Kevin for just about 50 years and we have managed to stay in contact during and after service. 
Kevin was very patriotic and a proud Gunner.    He organised a lot of functions in the Hunter region and I was 
fortunate enough to attend a number of them. 
We always had a good time. 
Kevin was also a stand out Advocate and I can thank Kevin for being directly responsible for my present status with 
the Department of Veterans' Affairs. 
Had I not bumped into Kevin one fateful day and, in casual conversation our current (then) situations were discussed, 
he asked me why I hadn't put in a claim!? 
Although I was in Reinforcement Wing at Holsworthy to go to SVN in November 1970, it was postponed and then 
cancelled ergo I didn't get on the plane to SVN and am not a Return Soldier. 
Ergo I wasn't aware that I was eligible to claim. The rest is history and I thank my stars that fate put Kevin and I 
together on that day. 
I will attach a few pictures that I have of Kevin and hope that they are of some use to you. 
Ubique, Kim” 

 
Kanga, Soul and Brookey Maitland                 Gnr Dinner 2017  

 
Newcastle 2014 
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                                                      60th Anniversary Det 131 

 
  
                                 May He rest in Peace 
 
Vale update – 
We’ve managed to be able to update Ean’s middle name and date of passing. 
  

Name                                  Units                                                              DoB              DoD 
Thomas, Ean David         131 Divisional Locating Battery                   04.11.45        24.04.03 
                                          130 Gun Loc Battery  
 

Ean came to the ANZAC Day march in Sydney in 1993 - 
                            
At left: Paul Dickson, Ernie Newbold, Ean, Pete Fletcher,  
Bob King and Al Adams 
 
Below: Later for a “few” refreshment with (left to right) – 
Pete Fletcher, Bob King, Bob Billiards, Ken McNamara, 
Ean (sitting back), Paul Dickson, Ernie Newbold, 
Grahame Dignam, Nick Proskurin and Al adams 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                         
 
 
The Vale Memories continue – 
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“G'day Paul, 
Yep it is the same here not much happening at all.  I have had my flu vaccination last week so hopefully during Winter 
I will be OK.  Kev Browning gave me the job of gathering stuff and photos about Rusty Carsburg and I will be 
sending them to you later on.  When I was the Met Section Sgt I was Rusty's immediate boss for quite a few years 
and he and his great mate Mick Ceci gave me a hard time with their practical jokes and etc but they were always 
willing workers.  Strange part is - is that he and I both joined the Army from Harlaxton in Toowoomba.  Never knew 
each other but Harlaxton was the Housing Commission area of Toowoomba so you can tell the sort of people we 
were. 
Anyway, will get on and get it to you soon.  One of his other mates will be sending more photos when he goes back to 
Perth. 
Cheers for now, Harry Lynas.” 
 
                             May They still rest in Peace 
                 

131 Locators Association is always on the lookout for new financial members. With the establishment of the  
    web site we continue to be burdened with the ongoing cost of maintenance etc and we need to be able to  
                                                            support this effort equally.  
So, if you’re a non-financial Associate receiving emails and the Eyes & Ears regularly you could bite the bullet  

     and email Grahame Dignam:sectreas131locators@gmail.com and he could forward you the relevant forms to join - 
Memberships are available for 1 year or longer deposit a DONATION direct ( add your name)  to the associations account at 
              "A/c Name: 131 Locators Association Inc.   Bank: Westpac, Kingsgrove NSW BSB No: 032 166 A/c No: 264133" 
 

                                                                   Hope we hear from you? 
 

                                      Website: http://www.131locators.org.au 
 

 

 
. Other related sites... 
 

Artillery Surveyors 131 Div Loc Bty...  

 
ARTILLERY SURVEYORS 131 DIV LOC BTY 
“Elements of 131 came wandering in from the bush” (A quote whose origins are lost, yet the sentiments expressed will 
not be lost on many who served with 131 Div Loc Bty SVN.)  
 

. Locating, Surveillance & Target Acquisition Association...  
 

 

  

LOCATING, SURVEILLANCE & TARGET ACQUISITION ASSOCIATION 

The Eyes and Ears of The Battlefield 
	

 

Australian Artillery Association – www.australianartilleryassociation.com 

   www.artilleryhistory.org 

 

  
                                                                                                                              Website link - http://www.vvaa.org.au/ 
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Website link - http://www.dva.gov.au/Pages/home.aspx 
 

. VETERAN’S AFFAIRS WEBSITE 
The Dept of Veteran’s Affairs has launched a new mental health initiative to assist veteran’s experiencing the affects 
of mental illness and their families. Providing information and fact sheets about understanding mental illness, links 
and contact information for accessing support, and online resources for health professionals, this website focuses on 
helping veterans identify early warning signs of mental illness to effectively manage their mental illness and seek 
treatment.      For more info or to access, please visit www.at-ease.dva.gov.au 
 
. 1st Battalion 83rd Artillery...  

 

 
Dedicated to the men of the 1st Battalion 83rd Artillery who served in Vietnam from 1966-
1971. We left Fort Sill in October 1966 for Vietnam.  We originally were at Bear Cat, Nui Dat 
and Xuan Loc.  We later were in many other locations in Vietnam.  We also welcome our 
Australian and New Zealand Allies to whom we owe so much. 
It is also dedicated to those members of the 1/83rd who did not return. We will never 
forget their sacrifice. Website: http: www.1stbn83rdartyvietnam.com  

 
 
 
 
The Royal New Zealand Artillery Association                                                                         
http://www.rnzaa.org.nz/ 

  
                Editor contact email: 131eyesandears@gmail.com   Ed – Paul ‘Dicko’ Dickson 

All material that is included in Eyes and Ears, official Newsletter of the 131 Locators Association Inc remains the 
property of 131 Locators Association for its sole use. Prior written authorisation for the use of any material 
whatsoever contained in the Newsletter must be sought from 131 Locators Association Inc. Any material approved for 
use by third parties must acknowledge 131 Locators Association Inc as the source. No responsibility is accepted for 
unsolicited manuscripts, illustrations or photographs, or for the accuracy of information contained in the text of Eyes 
and Ears.  
 
 


